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Editorial Comment

LITTLE

Though comparatively few newspaper readers
of the Senate and the House
are thinking along lines other than pro or anti
McCarthy. One pf the really big issues scheduled
for debate on the floor in Congress is Universal
Military Training.
This issue has been discussed at great length
from many points of view, with comparatively
few definite conclusions except one. The majority of persons concerned with drafting any
UMT law agree that such a program is necessary. The major source of debate stems from
varied opinions on the methodology to be used
In setting up such a program and administering it when once it is established.
One of the more recent plans calls for a six
months training' period for alh physically fit
young males when they reach the age of 18.
After the six month stint, these boys will be
assigned to reserve units, in which they will
serve for nine and one-hayears for a total
of 10 years military service.
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There are many theories or explanation on this
lack of career military personnel. One factor
which seems to appear in all the individual explanations is that civilian life is so much more
appealing than military service. Greater personnel freedom, higher income and greater
chances for success seem to be high on the
list. Since there is no indication that anything
can or will be done to make civilian life more
unpleasant, it is only logical that something
should be done to make the military mode of
living better for the individuals involved. This
is not to say there should be a movement to
make the military a cushion existence and give
persons in uniform a government paid tour
through life, but our legislators should take
some of the recent actions which could be
into consideration for
classified
possible changes. Recent changes in the retirement regulations and rulings concerning
military operated stores for service personnel
should be high on the list of actions to be reconsidered.
UMT and the several plans proposed for its
establishment and operation are aimed at improving our military strength. The plans suggested thus far center around producing greater
numbers of men with a small amount of military training. Military leaders say the major
problem in the armed forces at this time is not
having large masses of men with little training, but keeping highly trained, highly skilled
persons in the military establishment.
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